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A number of companies, government departments and NPOs have adopted text message service to
share information, communicate with their associates and clients, for official purposes. For this
purpose, people are widely using SMS packages that allow them to send text message online.

Bulk text messaging is perfect for businesses wanting to communicate or market to their customers
across the globe, organisations/associations wanting to send group SMS for event notifications,
promotions or SMS alerts, and individuals who simply want to stay in touch with their friends and
family.

There are multiple reasons that make online text message service highly beneficial for businesses,
government agencies and other organisations-

*	Quick written communication (within minutes)

*	Time-saving

*	Very reasonable price

*	Personalised information sharing

*	Multimedia support

*	Delivery tracking

So, whether you have to send job interview schedule to a candidate, announce the new rates for
your services or launch of a new product, any form of communication/announcement/information-
sharing is possible with the help of online text messages.

Online/web SMS service requires no software to send text messages to large number of phone
numbers. Discussed below are few easy steps to send text message from computer to multiple
phone numbers:

1.	Find out the carriers used by the recipients

2.	Compose the text message through an e-mail (The word limit is not restricted when you send text
online; so you can send longer messages, along with multimedia attachments)

3.	Send the composed e-mail to the SMS gateway

4.	Include all the numbers on which the same text message has to be sent

This way your text message can be delivered to large number of phones that include mobile phones
as well as landlines (in case of landline, the text message is converted into talking text.) In case of
online text messages, you can send them from any computer and browser, and without using any
software. Thus, by simply logging in to your online SMS account, you can easily send and receive
large number of text messages straight from the web SMS interface of your SMS provider. This
gives you greater flexibility as you can send text messages from anywhere in the world, as long as
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you have a computer and Internet connection. You can witness significant reduction in the cost of
communication for official purposes.Text message has evolved from previously being a simple
messaging tool to having lot many features added to it. This means that there are many new
features available today to suit your business requirement when you need to contact thousands of
customers immediately.

In Australia, there are several SMS service providers who ensure 100% uptime guarantee and easy
communication and marketing. Good SMS providers offer feature-rich online SMS service that
allows you to receive messages, schedule message delivery, real-time delivery reports and manage
your contact list.

Another important feature of bulk text online is shortcodes. Shortcodes are the 5-6 digit numbers
that form a unique identity for sender and make it easy for the recipients to remember your code
and get back to you as and when required.
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